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✤

MFL - My Favorite Language

✤

Two phases:
✤

Production of reduced samples of selected events in the Cloud

✤

Iteration over on ‘laptop’ or/and ‘analysis service’
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✤

Automated handling of non-event data (lumi, bookkeeping)
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✤

Most probably an evolution of the current models
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Important Points
✤

ROOT continues as a foundational layer, and a connector with other
technologies (thanks to its reflection system)

✤

Python should be a first class language (needs full support)

✤

HEP needs to better leverage external tools to its benefit

✤

C++ will persist and still be in use in 2027 (high performance
language, big code base legacy ~50 MLOC in HEP)

✤

Model of successive stages of data reduction is still the baseline
model (finally analyzing a compact dataset interactively)

✤

Functional, declarative programming. Splitting the “what I want”
from the “how it’s produced,” which avoids over-specifying incidental
details in general

✤

Automation of workflows, pipelines (leveraging open source CI tools)
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Important Points (2)
✤

Modularity. Clean packaging, easy installation of components via
package managers. Containers to assemble working stacks

✤

Sharing infrastructure will be more and more important. Including
sharing specialized facilities, services, GPU farms, TPU farms etc.

✤

Memory resident analysis for late stage analysis
✤

Need to support both local and remote analysis. Syncing services
essential

✤

Metadata handling (e.g. lumi) is an important element. Need for a
common customizable solution

✤

Need to worry about reproducibility and preservation. Code is data.

✤

Event throughput is the definitive metric for measuring performance of
workflows

✤

Avoid re-implementation in particular for machine learning tools
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Specific ROOT Feedback
✤

PyROOT
✤

Need (long-term) maintainer

✤

Better pipes to/from NumPy and other ML packages

✤

Build on top of CLING (standalone for non-HEP community)

✤

RooFit essential

✤

Minuit is important and unique (error treatment)

✤

Recipes for common package managers (spack, conda, homebrew, etc.)

✤

Modularization of components
✤

✤

Late installation of pythia, hdfs, xrootd, etc.

Support for other persistency backends
✤

Efficient conversions from/to transient TTrees
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